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1. Introduction 
We take an interest here in equations h(x) = x”, n = 2,3, . . . , where h is a given 
endomotphism on a finitely generated word semigroup A*. A solution of these is 
just a word H’ in A* for which 
It is immediate that the primitive root of a solution w is itself a solution and further 
that a power of a solution is a solution. Thus in order to characterize all the words 
with the property ( I) for ~1 given k one needs only to treat the primitive ones. 
The general setting was considered in [1] and [2], where the following result was 
developed, 
Theorem 1. Given a morphism h: A * + A* there are only finitely many primitive words 
jbr which ( 1) holds. Moreover, these words can be qflectively found out. 
This result was then used in [2] to prove the decidability of the DOL periodicity 
problem: Given h: A * + A* and a start word u in A*, one can decide whether or 
not there are words t’ and w such that 
h ,I’( u ) = lnP = UM’M’ . . . , 
where I?“‘( u) denotes the limit of the sequence u, h( u j, h*(u), . . . if it exists. (It does 
exist just in case M is a prefix of h(u).) 
2. The binary case 
In what follows we investigate solutions (1) in a binary alphabet. in fact we shall 
give a complete account on all the solutions and on al! the morphisms possessing 
a solution. 
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But first somq notations and terminology. We reserve A for the alphabet consistin 
of letters a and b. The identity of A* is denoted by 1. Given a word w in A*, Jw 
denotes ifs primitive root and ind( w) denotes the power to which 4; must be raised 
in order to obtain w: 
Hence if ind( w) = 1, then w is primitive and only then. Further, 1 WI is the length of 
w and 1~1, is the number of a’s in w. 
Fix now a morphism h : A* +A*. WesaythatalettercZ’isfinifeincase{h’(d): 00) 
is a finite set. Otherwise, d is an i$nite letter. Both concepts are, of course, relative 
to the given h. ?, I 
We show the following. 
Theorem 2. Let w he a primirioe word in {a, b)‘* and let h be an endomorphism on 
{a, h}“. Then h( w) = w” jiw some n 3 2 [ff at least one cf the letters, sa3’ a, is injnite 
and 
4 1 j w = A( a ) nnr! eilher 
(i) h(b)= 1 and IwiC,~2 or ind(tl(a))> 1: or 
(ii) tv = A( h); or 
(iii) tt( a) E ala”; or 
(2) MY = h‘lah’: and h(h) = b, h(a) r,: (ab‘l “$‘a: or 
(3) w= ah and h(a)c (abj’a, hi b(aW. 
Proof. Clearly all the choices in (I J-(3) offer a solution. In the ether direction the 
fiast claim is obvious. So let a be an infinite letter with respect to the still hypothetical 
morphism 11. We divide the rest of the proof into subcases according to how h maps 
the other letter, 6. 
(a) h(b) = 1. In this case II(U) - h(a)i”i~~ for all 14 in A*. Thus h possesses a _- 
primitiytr solution MI iff M’ = Jk( a) and w contains at least two a’s or /I( (1) is not 
primitive. This is taken into account in part ( 1 j(i). 
(b) Ilt( h J = h. The word h( LY ) begins and ends now wit/- the letter u 0; no solutions 
exist. (To see this consider 1:he infinite word /I’“( ~9 = 4” for a solution ~7 and try 
tc.1 avoid art+trarilq, large blocks of b’s,) Thus /r(a) decomposes as 
h(a) .= ah’l . . . ah’~ la in (ah*)” ‘11 
for some II 2 2. Assume the2 that 
1% 2 solution: /I(M*) - ~7”’ fGr some m 1 1. Then II - nl by counting the a’s in both 
II f it* 1 ;rnd IV”‘. Denote d = (n. k J. One can now decompose \t’ :i$ M*~ . . . wclr where 
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lw& = k/d and h( w,) = w”“’ for i= 1,. . . , d. The morphism Ii is injective and so 
WI -=wz==- l = wtI and thus w = IV?. Since we are interested in primitive solutions 
only, we have that (n, k) = 1 (or h(a) is in u2a* and M’= a =&~(a)). From (n, k) = 1 
we deduce that h(w) = w” is possible only if s2 - l l l = sk = sI +sk+, (since the block 
U~‘VJ as the first occurrence iin h(a) takes a different position in all of its k returnings 
in w”) and so sI +sk +, = r, = 9 . l = r,_+ In order for w to be primitive, k = 1. Hence 
This gives us the second case in th? theorem. 
(c) h(b) E b2b” or h(a) E a’a”. Both of these give rise to case ( l)(iii). 
(d) Suppose now as t,he remaining porsibility that both a and h are infinite letters 
and that both of them appear in h(a) and k(h). Assume h(w) E NJ%* and that w 
I starts with Q. Then there is an integer k 3 1 such that 
where ~7, and ~q are some prefixes of w and w2 ends IV. We note that w, T= 1 since 
M’ is primitive and Q follows h somewhere in WV’. If now a’ occurs in w’, then wi = 1 
and SC alse M*? = 1, In all w =&(a) = &I@). This provides us case ( i )(ii). 
On the c t!ler hand if H’, # 1, then \I’-, # 1 anel b ends the word M’. Further n’ and 
h’ do not occur in N*. Hence w = a6 and /~(a), h(b) are as in (3). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 0 
We observe that in the above primitive solutions M? were of length at most 
max{lh(u)l, [h(b)/}. It should be noted that this is not so in alphabets of larger size. 
We mention only a simple example: k(a) = ah, h(h) = ca, h(c) = hc. Here Iz( abc) = 
(Ubd. 
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